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Thinking about México?Are you planning on moving to México?Have you recently moved to
México?Do you want to learn more about México?If an answer is “Yes,” then this book is
something you should consider.The more you know about the history, people, and culture of
México makes living in this beautiful country more interesting and meaningful.This is not your
typical book, but a collection of articles written by the author over a five year period for his
column, The Page Turner, in the English newspaper, The Mazatlan Messenger. The articles
written by the author for The Page Turner run the gamut. He has written about Benito Juárez,
as well as Pedro Infante. There are articles on México’s first emperor and the sex slave
business in a small Mexican town. However, the writings include lighter topics, such as Finding
a Margarita and Chiclets – The Candy Coated Gum.All of the articles have the purpose of
providing foreign nationals living in México and those who hope to call México home in the
future, information that will make their life in México more interesting and meaningful.Some of
the articles contained in this book have been revised from their original publications to include
more current information. Additionally, the majority of the articles are written in “first person”
and frequently includes personal experiences. The author feels this method of communicating
provides for a more intimate story telling approach rather than a lecture to his readers.The
Gringo Guide to Mexico - Its History, People, and Culture is a two volume set. This is the first
volume. Since the book is a compilation of articles there is no chronological order to the two
volumes or their contents.



The Gringo Guide to MéxicoIts History, People, and CultureVol. I �Murry E. PageCopyright ©
2018All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any
electronic or mechanical means including information storage or retrieval systems, without
permission in writing from the author. The only exception is a reviewer, who may quote short
excerpts in a review.Author: Murry E. PagePublisher: Murry E. PageCover Design by
www.sandra-lopez.comImage by ShutterstockGive feedback on the book
atmurry_page@yahoo.comDisclaimer:Although the author and publisher have made every
effort to ensure that the information in this book was correct at the time of writing, the author
and publisher do not assume and hereby disclaim any liability to any party for any loss,
damage, or disruption caused by errors or omissions, whether such errors or omissions result
from negligence, accident, or any other cause.PrefaceThis book was written for foreign
nationals who now call México home or hope to in the future. It is not your typical book, but a
collection of articles. I wrote these articles over a period of five years for my semimonthly
column, The Page Turner. My column appeared in the English newspaper Mazatlán
Messenger.My articles for The Page Turner ran the gamut. I have written about Pancho Villa,
as well as Pedro Infante. I have written articles on the México’s first emperor and the sex slave
business in a small Mexican town. However, my writings include lighter topics, such as Finding
a Margarita and Chiclets – The Candy Coated Gum.But all of my writings have the purpose of
providing foreign nationals living in México and those who hope to call México their home in the
future, information that will make their life here more interesting and meaningful. It is hoped
that those who read this book will have a better understanding of the history, people, and
culture of their new home.Some of the articles contained in this book have been revised from
their original publications to include more current information. Additionally, the majority of the
articles are written in “first person” and frequently includes personal experiences. I feel this
method of communicating provides for a more intimate story telling approach rather than a
lecture to my readers. I hope you find this book interesting and informative. � � Murry E.
PageNovember 1, 2018Acknowledgment My deepest appreciation and love to Linda Hull, my
novia. She was with me on my discovery of México, its history, people, and culture. And, for the
five years I wrote my newspaper column, The Page Turner, she spent countless hours
proofreading articles for me. When I decided to compile 56 of those articles into The Gringo
Guide to México - Its History, People, and Culture, she was by my side once again. She
critiqued potential book covers, proofread, and offered encouragement. I am a lucky man to
have her with me on my journey through life. I would be remiss if I failed to acknowledge all the
people who reviewed my book prior to its publication. Most of the reviewers I did not know. But,
they spent their time not only reviewing this book, but also providing valuable editing
recommendations. I am eternally grateful for their help.ChapterONEBenito Juárez - México's
Liberal LeaderThere’s probably not a town in México of any size that does not have a street
named after Benito Juárez. México City’s international airport is named after him; and, as we
know, the City of Ciudad Juárez in the state of Chihuahua was also named for him.
Additionally, of all the presidents México has had throughout its long history, Benito Juárez is
the only Mexican leader whose birthday is honored as a Mexican national holiday. What made
this man such a revered figure in México’s politics?Benito Juárez grew up in the humblest of
beginnings. He was a Zapotec Indian born into a peasant family in the rural hamlet of San
Pablo Guelatao, Oaxaca, on March 21, 1806. Both of his parents died from diabetes when he
was only three. Shortly after his grandparents took him in, they too died and rearing him then



fell to an uncle. While with his uncle Benito worked in the corn fields and shepherded their flock
of sheep. At age twelve he left his uncle and walked the thirty-four miles south to the city of
Oaxaca to live with his sister. Speaking only Zapotec, he could only find work as a servant.With
this humble start in life, I have wondered, and asked quite a few Mexicans, how did Juárez
become such a liberal? It took some digging to find the answer.Although many would call it a
serendipitous event, I think the Universe was at play when young Benito was noticed by
Antonio Salanueva, a Franciscan friar. Benito’s intelligence and inquisitive mind led the friar to
believe he had the potential to become a priest and he arranged for Benito to enter the Santa
Cruz seminary in Oaxaca.Benito learned Spanish and law before graduating from the seminary
in 1827. It so happened that in the year Benito graduated the Instituto de Ciencas y Artes (The
Institute of Science and Arts or ICA) opened as an alternative to the popular seminary. Instead
of pursuing the priesthood, Benito entered ICA.ICA was one of the earliest centers of secular
and liberal learning in México founded after its independence in 1810. The founders required
that its students, who they saw as the future leaders of the country, be schooled in secular
studies including political economy, now widely referred to as economics, as opposed to
theology. The students spent a good deal of time discussing the distribution of their country’s
income and wealth.Those attending the ICA included not only Benito Juárez, but the likes of
Matías Romero (future Secretary of Finance) and Ignacio Marisol (future Secretary of Foreign
Affairs). Almost all of ICA’s students became extremely influential in government and society.
The school became known for educating the elite of southern México and with a very left
leaning bent.Benito Juárez graduated from ICA with a degree in law, as did most of his fellow
classmates. Even before his graduation in 1834, Juárez was involved in local politics, serving
as a city councilman in Oaxaca, where he earned a reputation as a staunch defender of native
rights. By 1841 he became a judge in Oaxaca and quickly became known as a fiercely anti-
clerical liberal. His education had created the filter through which he would view the world.In
1843 at age thirty-seven he married a nineteen year old girl, Margarita Maza, but politics
consumed his life. By age forty-one Juárez had become Governor of the State of Oaxaca and
held that position until 1852. During his tenure as governor, Juárez angered conservatives by
passing laws allowing for the confiscation of church funds and lands. He also passed along his
liberal views by teaching law at ICA. One of the students he tutored during his brief teaching
career was Porfirio Díaz, who later served as president (dictator) of México for over twenty-five
years.The year after Juárez’s tenure as Governor ended former President Antonio López de
Santa Anna returned to México from the United States. He quickly set up a conservative
government that imprisoned and exiled many liberals, including Juárez, whose exile took him
first to Cuba and then to New Orleans.While in New Orleans he teamed up with other exiles to
plot Santa Anna’s downfall. When General Juan Álvarez launched a coup in 1854, Juárez
hurried back to México and was there when Álvarez’s forces captured the capital. Álvarez
quickly made himself interim president and named Juárez Minister of Justice.Although
Álvarez’s tenure was short, sixty-eight days, together with Juárez he inaugurated the period
known as La Reforma. The purpose of the Reforma was to limit the power of the Catholic
Church and the military, both of which had dominated the lives of all Mexicans for years. The
Ley Juárez (Juárez Law) of 1855, the first of the Reform Laws, was named after Benito
Juárez.The Juárez Law abolished fueros, which were the judicial immunities for the clergy,
church, and the army. The new law subjected them to the jurisdiction of civil courts and the
common law. Many believed it was an attack on the clergy. However, the Ley Juárez was
established with the objective of providing equality of opportunity before the law.The next
Reform Law was called the Ley Lerdo (Lerdo Law), named after Miguel Lerdo de Tejada, the



Finance Minister. The Lerdo Law allowed the government to force the sale of the Church’s real
estate and all communally held land. Land owned by the Church not used for specific religious
purposes was sold to private individuals. This changed the nature of land ownership allowing
more individuals to own land, rather than institutions.By the middle of 1857 more legislation
was passed, such as the Ley Iglesias (Iglesias Law), named after , the Secretary of Justice.
This law regulated the collection of clerical fees and prohibited clerics from charging for
ceremonies such as , marriages, or funeral services. For the first time in México’s history
marriage became a civil contract and the registry of births, marriages, and deaths became a
civil affair. Religious celebrations outside churches were forbidden, use of church bells
restricted, and clerical dress was prohibited in public.However, the enactment of the
Constitution of 1857 by the liberal government was “the straw that broke the camel’s back,” so
to speak. The conservatives, backed by both the military and clergy, launched a revolt, which
came to be known as the Reform War. The conservatives with their military acumen gained
control of México City and called for the resignation of President Comonfort, who had
succeeded Álvarez. Comonfort resigned and the conservatives named the military general, , as
President on January 21, 1858. However, under the provisions of the new Constitution the
President of the Supreme Court of Justice, which by then happened to be Benito Juárez,
became interim president until an election could be called. The liberals acknowledged Juárez
as president, whereupon he assumed leadership of the forces and took the “official”
government to Veracruz. Although the conservatives had the support of the Church, Juárez
had the support of James Buchanan, the President of the United States. The financial aid the
liberals received from the U.S. gave them the ability to successfully defend Veracruz and retake
México City in 1861. In March of 1861 Benito Juárez became president in his own right. The
“Joy of Victory” was short lived. The three-year civil war had damaged the country’s
infrastructure and basically left it broke. Because of the lack of funds, in March of 1861 Juárez
announced that the payment of all foreign indebtedness would be suspended for two
years.Needless to say, this did not sit well with Britain, Spain, and France, all of whom were
owed substantial sums of money. The three countries sent a joint expeditionary force to
México, which took control of the Customs House in Veracruz in December of 1861.Within a
short period of time the British and Spaniards realized that the intent of the French was not to
collect monies owning to them, but to overthrow the Mexican government. The British and
Spaniards took their troops home and the French began their march towards the capital.The
advance of the French on the capital was delayed for a year when they lost a battle to the
Mexicans in Puebla. The day the Mexicans won that battle is now celebrated as Cinco de
Mayo. After regrouping from the Battle of Puebla the French overtook México City in
1863.Benito Juárez had to flee to El Paso del Norte, which was later renamed and is now
called Ciudad Juárez. Before he left México City, the Mexican Congress granted him an
emergency extension of his presidency, which would go into effect in 1865, when his term
expired, and lasted until the French were defeated.After taking control of México City, the
French installed Emperor Maximilian of Hapsburg as the reigning monarch of México. The
government of the United States was sympathetic to Juárez and refused to recognize
Maximilian as the legitimate head of México, and opposed the French invasion as a violation of
the . However, the ongoing prevented it from doing much more.As soon as the American Civil
War was over in 1865 President Andrew Johnson sent 50,000 troops to the border with México.
The U.S. troops ran patrols to visibly threaten intervention against the French, and also
supplied weapons to Benito Juárez’s forces. In February of 1866, the U.S. demanded the
French withdraw their forces from México. In May of that year, the French began their



withdrawal from México.Benito Juárez returned to México City and was elected President in
1867 and again in 1871, but did not live to finish that term. He died of a heart attack while
working at his desk on July 18, 1872. His wife, Margarita, had predeceased him in 1871. They
had four children.The similarities between Abraham Lincoln in the United States and Benito
Juárez in México are striking. Lincoln, like Juárez, came from humble beginnings. Juárez, like
Lincoln, believed that all men were created equal and he believed that the people of México
should not be subjected to the dictates of the Church and military. Both were elected as
president of their respective countries in 1861. The beliefs of these two men, who for many
were ahead of their time, led to a revolution within their countries. Instead of wavering in their
beliefs, they led their civil wars with their liberal views and saw them through to
completion. Sometimes a liberal is merely a conservative ahead of his time.ChapterTWOThe
PoinsettiaUnfortunately, the poinsettia, like eggnog and dressing (or stuffing, if you are from the
north) is seen only around the Christmas holidays. However, unlike eggnog and dressing, the
poinsettia has an excuse.Particularly known for its red and green foliage, this plant is
indigenous to México and Central America. It is a shrub or small tree, typically reaching a
height of 2 to 16 feet. The plant bears dark green leaves that measure 3 to 6 inches in length.
The colored (a leaf borne on a floral axis) are most often flaming red, but they can be orange,
pale green, cream, pink, white, or marbled.The colors of the bracts are created through
"photoperiodism,” meaning that they require darkness (twelve hours at a time for at least five
days in a row) to change color. On the other hand, once poinsettias finish that process, the
plants require abundant light during the day for the brightest color. Accordingly, we are limited
to the beauty of this plant only for this brief time of the year.Being native to México, the plant is
found in the wild in the country’s deciduous tropical forests at moderate elevations from
southern down the entire Pacific coast of México into . It is also found in the interior in the hot,
seasonally dry forests of , , and Chiapas. For years it was considered a weed.The Aztecs
called poinsettias Cuetlaxochitl (from cuitlatl, for residue, and xochitl, for flower), meaning
“flower that grows in residues or soil.” During the 14th - 16th century the sap was used to
control fevers and the bracts were used to make a reddish dye. Stories say that the Aztec king
Montezuma would have poinsettias brought into what is now México City by caravans to adorn
his palaces because poinsettias could not be grown in the high altitude.The plant's association
with began in 16th century México. One legend begins with a poor young girl distraught about
not having anything with which to honor the Baby Jesus in a Christmas Procession. The tale
goes on to say that the child was inspired by an to gather weeds from the roadside and place
them in front of the church altar. Crimson “blossoms” sprouted from the weeds and became
beautiful poinsettias.Another legend tells of Franciscan friars celebrating Christmas with a
lovingly decorated nativity scene. During the mass, as the Star of Bethlehem passed overhead,
the leaves turned from green to bright red.It is recorded that in the 17th century, Franciscan
friars who had settled in an area of Southern México known as Taxco del Alarcon (now known
as Taxco), included the plants in their Mexican Christmas celebrations. The flaming wild flower
became a part of Christian ceremony when it was used in the nativity procession, the Fiesta of
Santa Pesebre. The star-shaped leaf pattern is said to symbolize the and the red color
represents the through the .The poinsettia was a relatively unknown plant until Joel Roberts
Poinsett came to México. Poinsett was an American and from South Carolina. After serving in
the U.S. House of Representatives, he was appointed the United States Minister to México in
1825 (the United States did not appoint ambassadors until 1896). He served in this position
until 1830.Poinsett took his interest in plants with him to México, introducing the American elm
into México. During his time in México he would wander the countryside looking for new plant



species. In 1828 he visited , where he found the lovely red plant growing beside the road. He
took cuttings and sent them back to his greenhouse in Charleston, South Carolina. When he
returned to the United States in 1830 Poinsett began sending cuttings of his newly found plant
to his friends.The botanical name of Euphorbia Pulcherrima was assigned to the poinsettia by
the German botanist Wilenow in 1833. It is said that the plant grew through a crack in his
greenhouse. Dazzled by its color, he gave it the botanical name, Euphorbia Pulcherrima
meaning "very beautiful."By 1836 the colorful plant had gained wide popularity and William
Prescott, a historian and horticulturist, was asked to give the plant Euphorbia Pulcherrima a
common name. At that time Prescott had just published a book, The Conquest of México, in
which he detailed Joel Poinsett's discovery of the plant. So, Prescott named the plant the
poinsettia in honor of Poinsett's discovery.Albert Ecke, a German immigrant living in Los
Angeles in the early 1900s, became intrigued with the poinsettia and began selling it from
street flower stands. His son, Paul Ecke, developed the grafting technique, but it was the third
generation of Eckes, Paul Ecke, Jr. who took the poinsettia to the next level and is considered
the father of the poinsettia industry due to his discovery of a technique which caused seedlings
to branch. This technique allowed the poinsettia industry to flourish. The Paul Ecke Ranch in
California grows over seventy percent of all poinsettias purchased in the United States and
about fifty percent of the world-wide sales of poinsettias.In 2002 the U.S. House of
Representatives passed a resolution to honor Paul Ecke Jr. and established December 12th as
Poinsettia Day. It is interesting to note that in México, the poinsettia, called La Flor de la
Nochebuena (Christmas Eve or Christmas flower), is displayed around Dia de la Virgen de
Guadalupe, December 12th.I hope this season of the year gives you the opportunity to
celebrate your good fortunes with family and friends. As you gather together with poinsettias in
view, take a moment to reflect on the impact México has had on the world in which we live.
México, its history, people, and culture have given us the opportunity to spend part of our lives
surrounded by this country’s beauty, including La Flor de Nochebuena. We are truly
blessed.While you are celebrating this season of the year you may want to serve your family
and guests a Poinsettia Cocktail. A Poinsettia Cocktail is Cointreau or triple sec (½ oz.) and
cranberry juice (3 oz.). Pour the chilled Cointreau and cranberry juice into a champagne flute,
stir well, and top with champagne.As you lift your glasses, my toast would be, “May you never
forget what is worth remembering or remember what is best forgotten.”ChapterTHREE
Agustin de Iturbide - México’s First EmperorHave you ever
played “Word Association?” If so, and someone says “Emperor” I bet Japan is what you would
say. Even if I am incorrect, I bet México is not the first thing that comes to mind.When I wrote
an article about the Mexican flag, I ran across its first Emperor. The brief information I found
was interesting and made me want to find out more about Agustin de Iturbide.Agustin de
Iturbide was born in 1783, the year in which the Treaty of Paris was signed, formally ending the
American War of Independence. His father, Joaquín de Iturbide, was from a privileged and
aristocratic Spanish family. One of his ancestors, Martin de Iturbide, was designated as Royal
in the High Valley of in the 1430s. Thereafter, many in the family held political or administrative
positions in the Basque region from the 15th century on.At that time in history not only was
class important, but also your birth position. As Joaquín was not the eldest, he would not
inherit the family lands in Spain and so he decided to move to New Spain to seek his fortune.
After he arrived in what we now call México, he married a criollo from a wealthy family. His wife
was born in “New Spain,” but her parents were both from Spain. She, like others with the same
heritage, was denominated a criollo.Their son, Agustin, grew up in the village of Valladolid, a
small town in what is now the state of Yucatán. The village was named after what was then the



capital of Spain. At the age of fourteen Agustin joined the royal army, just three years before
México’s War of Independence began. When Father Miguel Hildago began the War of
Independence, Agustin refused to join the insurrection.At the young age of seventeen he led
the successful defense of the village of Valladolid. His bravery earned him a promotion to
captain and subsequent achievements won him further promotions. Before long he became
commanding general of the province of Guanajuato and distinguished himself by his relentless
pursuit of the rebels. However, charges of abuse of authority and embezzlement caused him to
be dismissed from the army, though he was later acquitted on all counts. Nevertheless, while
valiant in combat, he gained a reputation early in his career for using his authority for financial
gain.
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R. Scott, “A most excellent read.. In my research for information for my impending move to
México, I came across this book and after just the first few pages, I thought:" Wow. This guy
loves México as much as I do". The articles are informative, concise and a good understanding
of the Mexican people and their culture. I read this on my Kindle and loved it so much I wanted
to have a hard copy to loan to friends.”

dpvid, “Chock Full of Information. Having recently moved to Mexico, and having a major in
history, I jumped at the chance to obtain a copy of this book for free - and even though there is
no obligation to do so, I am happy to leave my thoughts. I am pleased that it exceeded my
expectations and that I could honestly give this book a “should read” recommendation.The
author of The Gringo Guide to Mexico, Murray Page, is a retired lawyer and his affinity for facts
shows. For those who are fascinated with facts and love hearing about the stories behind the
scenes, this book is for you. Volume One is a collection of 28 essays written on a variety of
topics that should interest expats - or those thinking about moving to Mexico - and inspire them
to learn more about the history, culture, and people of Mexico.From the Aztec origin story to
the invention of the margarita, Page covers many different aspects of Mexico. He doesn’t shy
away from the controversial or darker sides, either, with topics discussing the obesity problem
in Mexico, the consequences of slave and sex trafficking, and more. For many of the essays in
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The Gringo Guide to Mexico, Page incorporates personal experiences and opinions along with
the facts, which help draw the reader into the stories.Each essay stands on its own and they
are not presented in any chronological order, so you can pick and choose topics that interest
you – and every reader should be able to find a topic of interest in this compilation! I would
recommend, however, that you read them all. Even with my history background, I still
discovered facts I wasn’t aware of in nearly every chapter. Many of the topics have peaked my
curiosity and have me wanting to do further research. That’s my one extremely minor
“complaint” with the book – I wish there had been some references included for those who
would like to read more. Obviously, I can research on my own, but it would be interesting to
dive into some of the original sources.Page states in his preface that the purpose of his
writings is to give information to foreigners who have or want to make Mexico their home that
will “make their life here more interesting and meaningful.” I believe he definitely has
succeeded, and I highly recommend The Gringo Guide to Mexico. It is short enough to read in
one or two sessions, but interesting enough to have handy for rereading and as a reference.”

Diego, “A diverse collection of Mexican tidbits.... If you've spent much time in Mexico, you've
probably run across names like Benito Juarez, Pedro Infante, Cesar Chavez, Augustin de
Iturbide, Santa Ana, etc. Likewise, you've probably encountered Mennonites, Muslims,
Africans, Poinsettias and Monarch Butterflies. And perhaps you've even wondered about the
Mexican perspectives on wine, obesity, migrants, and civil unrest.Well, this wonderfully
entertaining book provides both historical and contemporary insights on all these diverse
topics and more. And it does so in bite-size, easy to digest short articles. The presentation
ranges from historical facts (at times overwhelming) to whimsical trivia. Oftentimes, I found the
stories whetting my appetite to go learn more about a given topic.Definitely a recommended
read for anyone who lives in Mexico, and/or has a desire to learn about Mexican history and
culture.”

Michael B. Saltzman, “Great book for anyone interested in Mexico.. What a delightful book!
Whether you're a gringo contemplating a move to Mexico or a ex pat settling there, you can
learn many interesting things from this book. It brought Mexican history to life for me and will
make my visits to Mexico so much more enjoyable knowing some of the many things I learned
from this book.I should mention that I was given this book without cost for my unbiased
opinion.”

Pete L., “A Worthy Companion to Your Bookshelf on Mexico. The Gringo Guide to Mexico is by
turns heartwarming or heart-rending, but always serves up vignettes worthy of your time.
Recommended!”

Brian F. Wilson, “A great and informative historic overview, and much more!. The book was
beyond my expectations as to facts and overall content.I would say that if you are planning to
visit or settle in Mexico, make the book your info Bible.Very well written.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A WELL-WRITTEN OVERVIEW OF MEXICO, ITS HISTORY, POLITICS
AND PEOPLE. MURRY HAS SUCCESSFULLY SUMMARIZED AND ANALYZED IMPORTANT
ASPECTS OF MEXICAN LIFE IN A FORMAT THAT IS BOTH READABLE AND WELL-
RESEARCHED. TOPICS THAT HAVE BEEN THE SUBJECT OF NUMEROUS SCHOLARLY
WORKS HAVE BEEN DEALT WITH INTERESTINGLY AND ACCURATELY, MAKING THIS
BOOK INVALUABLE TO THE READER INTERESTED IN AN OVERVIEW OF MEXICAN



SOCIETY.JOHN PORTER”

David Kindopp, “Packed with interesting information. Murry has lived in Mazatlan quite a while
and he has put together an amazing amount of colorful history about many things Mexico and
Mazatlan. If you like Mexico it's a must. If you simply enjoy knowing how some interesting
pieces of culture evolved or are evolving you can read each section independently for quick
bites of the entertainment.”

The book by Murry E. Page has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 24 people have provided feedback.
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